Equipment List

Presses
Sheet fed
(1) 10 Color LED curing Man Roland (28 x 41) 5/5 perfector w/roll sheeter
(1) 5 Color Komori IS (28 x 41) w/aqueous coater
(1) Halm Super Jet (envelope press)

Web
(1) Heidelberg 6/6, heat set

Grand Format
(1) Vutek GS3xPro 9 color prints up to 10.5 feet wide, prints on most substrates up to 2 inches thick, utilizes rolls of material or sheets
(1) Kongsberg XN MultiCUT Table, Knife (Die Cut), Score, and Router capabilities

Digital Imaging
(1) Ricoh ProC9110
Konica Minolta 1200 Biz Hub Pro B&W
(1) HP LaserJet 9000N Production LaserJet Printers
(1) Xante Impressia Color Envelope Printer
(1) Xerox D110 B&W

Electronic Prepress
Computers
Macintosh Platform
(3) Mac G5
Windows platform
(1) Pentium 4-PC

ApogeeX Commercial
PDF Workflow
(1) ApogeeX 8.0 Server
(1) ApogeeX satellite

Imaging
(1) AGFA Avalon LF Drum Plate setter
(1) Elantrix on-line processor with bridge gravity plate stacker

Proofing
(1) Laser proof
(1) Fiery proof
(1) Epson 7900 11 color 24 inch wide Ultrachrome Ink
(1) Epson 7800 8 color 24 inch wide Ultrachrome Ink contract proofers

Bindery
(1) Mueller-Martini 8 station saddle sticher with cover feeder, 4th and 5th knife, 3 hole punch,
(1) Calendar punch
(1) Mueller-Martini 6 station saddle sticher with cover feeder
(2) S6 Polar Cutting System w/auto jogger and stacker
(1) S6 Saber Paper Cutting System w/auto jogger
(1) MBO 26 x 40, 16 page signature folder with inline gluing
(1) MBO 30x40, 16 page signature folder
(1) Baum 171/2 x 23, 8 page signature folder
(1) Heidelberg 22x28 cylinder press (die cutting)
(1) Sugano-NFS 1050 295x40.5 Platen die cutter with stripping station
(1) Heidelberg Windmill Letterpress
(2) Challenge 3 hole drilling machines
(1) Scott tab cutting machine
(1) Round corner machine
(3) Paper banding machines
(2) String tiers
   GBC binding
   Wire-O bind
   Spiral binding
(1) Moll pocket folder gluer with versa fold

Mailing
(2) Windows computers with mail management software
(1) Buskro high speed Inkjet printers with inline tabbing
(1) Kirkrudy Netjet Inkjet system with inline tabbing and infrared dryer
(1) Phillipsburg 6-pocket inserter
(1) Video jet 4320 Inkjet system with infrared dryer
(1) Buhrs model BB-300. Six station large format automatic inserting system with turnover station and MCS Raptor Inkjet System
(1) Intelmail Model A automatic feeder
(1) MCS Perfect-Match camera matching system
(1) Guk Model RT-52 motorized transfer/alignment
(1) Buskro Model BK-760 high speed Inkjet printing system
(1) MCS ICAP intelligent card production system
Fulfillment

Macola and Access Inventory Control software
Online ordering software package 55,000 sq. ft.
of warehousing